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Abstract

Health data is often big data due to its high volume, low veracity, great variety, and high velocity. Big health data has the potential to improve productivity, eliminate waste, and support a broad range of tasks related to disease surveillance, patient care, research, and population health management. Interactive visualizations have the potential to amplify big data’s utilization. Visualizations can be used to support a variety of tasks, such as tracking the geographic distribution of diseases, analyzing the prevalence of disease, triaging medical records, predicting outbreaks, and discovering at-risk populations. Currently, many health visualization tools use simple charts, such as bar charts and scatter plots, that only represent few facets of data. These tools, while beneficial for simple perceptual and cognitive tasks, are ineffective when dealing with more complex sensemaking tasks that involve exploration of various facets and elements of big data simultaneously. There is need for sophisticated and elaborate visualizations that encode many facets of data and support human-data interaction with big data and more complex tasks. When not approached systematically, design of such visualizations is labor-intensive, and the resulting designs may not facilitate big-data-driven tasks. Conceptual frameworks that guide the design of visualizations for big data can make the design process more manageable and result in more effective visualizations. In this paper, we demonstrate how a framework-based approach can help designers create novel, elaborate, non-trivial visualizations for big health data. We present four visualizations that are components of a larger tool for making sense of large-scale public health data.
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Introduction

Technological advances have resulted in increased data collection, digitization, and storage across many fields. In health, this data includes population surveys, electronic medical records, genomic
sequencing data, gene microarrays, and social media posts on ailments. Health data is often big data due to its high volume, low veracity, great variety, and high velocity. Big health data has the potential to improve productivity, eliminate waste, and support a broad range of tasks related to disease surveillance, patient care, research, and population health management. For instance, it has been estimated that using big data in the United States can save the healthcare industry $300 billion a year [1]. However, big data’s impact is contingent on the availability of tools that can help derive meaning from it. To date, health lags behind other fields (e.g., finance and business) in the development of computational tools for big data [1–4].

Interactive visualizations are a category of computational tools that store and process data, represent it visually, and allow for its interactive exploration. They have the potential to amplify big data’s utilization. With interactive visualizations, individuals can access underlying data, change how data is represented, manipulate various visual elements, and in certain tools control analysis tasks [5]. Visualizations can be used in health to support a variety of tasks, some of which include: tracking the geographic distribution of diseases, developing health policies, analyzing the prevalence of disease, triaging medical records, predicting outbreaks, and discovering at-risk populations. Currently, many health professionals rely on Microsoft Office and off-the-shelf business intelligence tools to perform their data-driven tasks [6]. Majority of these tools use simple visualizations, such as scatter plots, heat maps, bar charts, choropleth maps, and radar charts [6, 7]. These visualizations typically only represent one or two facets of the data (e.g., attributes, relationships) [8–11]. When working with big data, there is the challenge of needing to analyze non-explicit and unknown relationships among the data elements as well [12, 13]. To address this challenge, users also need to be able to explore various data elements and facets simultaneously. Such being the case, having access to only one or two data elements at a time is not sufficient. Users need to be able to perform related tasks and see many facets and elements of data at the same time so they can quickly perceive patterns, develop insights, and create and discard hypotheses. Consequently, existing simple and chart-like visualizations are not effective at supporting tasks involving large, complex health datasets [7, 13].

Rapid rise in health data necessitates creation of visualizations that encode multiple facets of data simultaneously to support complex health-related tasks. In recent years the need for advanced visualizations that address the challenges of big data has been highlighted [7, 13, 14]. In addition to the need for such visualizations, close attention must be paid to how they are designed as bad design can have unintended negative consequences [15]. The design of visualizations for big data is a labor-intensive process and requires an understanding of the data, user’s tasks, cognitive and perceptual considerations, and, of course, visualization techniques and their utility. In their seminal work on visual analytics, Thomas and Cook note that we need new methods to simplify the development process of visualizations for big data [16]. Researchers have tried to organize the plethora of existing visualization techniques to give structure to the selection and design process [17, 18]. These classifications are helpful in the selection of some familiar visualizations; however, the emergence of big data and its attendant tasks ask for new frameworks, ones that go beyond classification and are more robust and flexible.

There is confusion, lack of direction, and shortage of guidelines about how to create effective visualizations for health data [6, 19, 20]. Given the high stakes in health, be it in education or outbreak detection, it is essential for these visualizations to be designed systematically—hence, the need for framework-based approaches to the design of health data visualizations. Even though
a framework should support systematic design, it must not constrain creativity; furthermore, it must allow designers to come up with novel and elaborate visualizations that capture and encode the complexity of new data [15, 16, 21]. A design framework should integrate relevant concepts from multiple fields, be theory-driven, be conceptually sound, bring much-needed structure to the design and evaluation process, and provide a common and consistent vocabulary to design thinking. Without the structured design thinking provided by a framework, design of visualizations can take on an ad-hoc approach without much systematicity [21].

To this end, Sedig and Parsons [22] have recently developed a comprehensive framework for the design of visualizations for human-information interaction. This framework includes a pattern language. This language provides designers with 14 patterns for mapping data to visual structures and a simple grammar-like syntax for blending these patterns. The goal of this framework is to enable designers to create elaborate and sophisticated visualizations in a systematic, principled manner with interactive task possibilities at the foreground of design thinking. The purpose of this paper is to demonstrate how designers of health visualization tools can go beyond simple chart-like visualizations and design novel visualizations for big health data. We use the pattern language and apply it to large public health data to illustrate how elaborate and complex visualizations for health-driven tasks can be created in a systematic way.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the terminological and conceptual background of the paper. Section 3 presents elements of Sedig and Parsons’ framework used to develop our visualizations. Section 4 details the design of four non-trivial visualizations for public health data that we have implemented. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

Background

In this section, we first describe public health data and the tasks in which professionals engage. Then we describe visualizations and highlight how they are and can be used to support big data tasks.

Big data in public health

Data collected from the population or on the population is used to assess the health of communities, develop policies, manage resources, and educate the public about health issues [23, 24]. In this paper, we use the term data item to refer to any entity, property, or relationship within a dataset such as a database record, tweet text, image, document, geolocation, or property. Public health data is voluminous, gathered either by traditional (e.g., hospitals) or non-traditional means (e.g., social media or sensors), and is stored in different formats (e.g., geospatial, textual, numerical) [23, 25, 26]. This data is often aggregated at various levels of granularity. For instance, public health datasets may be aggregated by geographic or demographic attributes, and, as a result, one dataset may portray cancer patients by income level, while another dataset may focus on the country in which people live. In addition, public health data is created at different time intervals [23]. For instance, population survey data may be collected once a year, while surveillance data is updated hourly. This varying velocity of data impacts how it is stored and processed. Furthermore, the accuracy and completeness of public health data vary across countries and organizations [27–29]. Data that exhibits one or more of these qualities of big data presents processing challenges for health-related human-data interaction tasks.
Public health tasks

Professionals and laypeople use and interact with public health data for a variety of reasons. Professionals, charged with improving and protecting the health of the community, use this data to detect disease clusters, predict outbreaks, identify risk factors, prepare intervention procedures, evaluate strategies, educate the community, and analyze the occurrence and causation of health problems [6, 24]. At the same time, the general public may need such data to understand health risks, recognize biases in health information, vote on environmental issues, and make decisions about their lifestyle [30]. Irrespective of background, many people are in need of public health data to perform health-related tasks. As need for exploring various facets of big data grows, human-data interaction tasks become more complex. For instance, to make sense of the global spread of the Zika virus, a college student may choose to browse through trending tweets with the hashtag #zikavirus, rank tweets based on their reputability, and then triage new articles linked to reputable tweets. These tasks are inter-related, hierarchical in nature, and emerge from the completion of smaller tasks [31, 32]. To perform the task of ranking tweets, the user may first filter tweets by Twitter handles to focus on tweets from health organizations, and then arrange the remaining tweets by the number of retweets. As these tasks are typically co-occurring, non-routine, and performed in a non-linear fashion, there is need for tools that support the convergent and divergent processes in which users engage. In the context of big data, interactive visualizations can significantly enhance the completion of such tasks [22].

Visualizations for big data tasks

Visualizations are composed of basic visual marks (e.g., dot, point, line) organized into different structures. These visual marks have certain properties (e.g., size, color, angle, texture) that are used to encode data items [22]. Visualizations can support users’ tasks by synthesizing and integrating data from various sources, reducing the search for information, and enhancing the discovery of patterns, trends, correlations, and outliers [5, 16]. However, the extent to which a visualization supports a task depends on how the data, and how much of it, is encoded [33, 34]. In this context, users’ discourse with data is through the visual representations. As a result, the visual form in which the data is presented can either enhance or hinder tasks. For example, consider a situation in which a user needs to make sense of the geographical spread of Chikungunya across islands in the Caribbean; using a bar chart to represent the number of cases in each island may not be as effective as using a map. As big data tasks seldom occur in isolation, there is need for visualizations that not only encode data effectively, but also support inter-related tasks and allow users to explore various facets of the data simultaneously.

Currently, simple visualizations found in Microsoft Office and off-the-shelf business intelligence tools are typically used by health professionals [6]. Simple visualizations usually only encode one or two aspects of the data. For instance, a bar chart, heat map, or pie chart that shows the mortality rates in sub-Saharan countries is a simple visualization. While such visualizations are beneficial for simple tasks, they are less effective for more complex tasks. One approach to using simple visualizations for multifaceted data is representing facets in a single visualization and using animation to show other aspects of the data. A well-known example is Gapminder Trendalyzer, which shows trends in multivariate data [35]. While this approach may be beneficial for narrative tasks, it is not always effective for analytical tasks. Because animated visualizations are temporal and substitutive, as one representation replaces another in time, users need to recall previous states.
of the visualization and their short-term memory can become overloaded [36]. As data increases, this approach has been shown to result in an inaccurate understanding of trends [37]. Another approach represents facets in multiple visualizations distributed through space. Data dashboards, typical in business intelligence tools, employ this approach [38]. Though beneficial, as visualizations crowd the dashboard, users are forced to mentally combine representations to perform tasks [39]. Furthermore, data dashboards typically organize visualizations in a tabular manner, regardless of how the data are related. When the external organization of information does not represent the data appropriately, the internal mental process of users may be negatively impacted [15, 16, 21].

There is a need to move beyond simple visualizations to more sophisticated visualizations that encode multiple aspects and/or layers of the data within the same space. Researchers have noted that the very nature of big data and its associated tasks require the development of novel visualizations that help with pattern identification and analysis of large and complex data [40–43]. A review of off-the-self business intelligence tools suggests that these tools tend to focus on simple visualizations, with limited capability for handling large complex data [7]. Non-trivial visualizations that effectively encode data items can play a prominent role in how people use big data and interact with it [13, 14, 42]. In the context of health-related visualizations, in a systematic and comprehensive review, Carroll et al. [6] suggest that there is a need for tools that represent large multivariate datasets that have multiple levels, various relationships, and/or layers of patterns. However, the ability of visualizations to facilitate big data tasks is contingent on their proper design, which is often challenging. This challenge is particularly amplified in the health domain, where it has been noted that visualization design is not as advanced as in other domains [4]. In the next section, we present a pattern language that we believe can help designers with systematic, yet creative and flexible, design of non-trivial visualizations for big data in health.

**Pattern Language**

When dealing with simple tasks, such as ranking diseases solely based on their mortality rate, designing a visualization is straightforward. However, as tasks become more complex (i.e., require the completion of subtasks) and the nature of the data more varied, design of visualizations becomes less apparent [22, 42]. Part of the challenge of developing tools for big data is determining how to structure or organize data items within visualizations [44]. As the external organization of information affects users as they perform tasks, there is a need for frameworks to help structure the design of elaborate visualizations. Sedig and Parsons have proposed a comprehensive design framework composed of conceptual elements including a pattern language, design process, and spaces. In this paper, we focus on their pattern language and describe how it can support the development of elaborate visualizations for big data. The pattern language consists of 14 abstract patterns and a syntax for describing how patterns are blended. These patterns are described next.

**Description of Patterns**

Sedig and Parsons define a pattern as a regularity in some dimension [22]. Their goal was to identify patterns that help organize information items by mapping them to visual structures. The patterns operate at an abstract level and are independent of any particular technology, platform, or domain. As a result, they can be used across domains to help create novel visualizations4. The 14 patterns are described next:
• **Area:** used to map data items onto visualizations in such a way that their boundary, shape, region, and/or area are encoded.
• **Branch:** used to map data items onto visualizations and organize them in a branched and/or subdivided fashion.
• **Cell:** used to map data items onto visualizations and organize them by segmenting, compartmentalizing, or containing them within cell-like structures.
• **Coordinate:** used to map data items onto visualizations and organize them with respect to a frame of reference.
• **Cycle:** used to map data items onto visualizations and organize them in a circular, wheel-like, rotational, spiral, and/or cyclical fashion.
• **Fusion:** used to map multiple data items onto a single visualization in a continuous fashion, such that the items are integrated and fused together.
• **Group:** used to map data items onto visualizations and organize them by congregating them close to each other.
• **Hierarchy:** used to map data items onto visualizations and organize them in a hierarchical, multi-level, pyramid-like fashion, where higher levels are superior to or contain and encompass lower level items.
• **Link:** used to map data items onto visualizations and organize them by connecting them together using paths, routes, lines, or other similar structures.
• **List:** used to map data items onto visualizations and organize them by placing in a sequential, successive fashion.
• **Spectrum:** used to map data items onto visualizations and organize them in a spectral fashion. Often instantiated using multiple saturation or luminance values of a particular hue, or using multiple hues or textures.
• **Stack:** used to map data items onto visualizations and organize them by placing on top of one another in a piled or stacked fashion; visualizations are often placed on top of one another such that they are touching or are very close together.
• **Token:** used to map one or more data items onto a visualization that can be regarded as a unit, whether in atomic form or composite form made of discrete parts.
• **Track:** used to map data items onto visualizations and organize them in a lane-, stripe-, and/or track-like fashion.

The patterns are divided into three groups: (1) **primary,** (2) **substrate,** and (3) **relational.** The first category, primary, consists of the Token and Fusion patterns. These two patterns often act as primary building blocks for creating visualizations. The second category, substrate, consists of the Area, Cell, Coordinate, and Track patterns. These four patterns are often used for designing underlying structures in/on which other representations are placed. The third category, relational, consists of the Branch, Cycle, Group, Hierarchy, Link, List, Spectrum, and Stack patterns. These patterns are often used for creating structures that encode relationships, variations, and/or movements among data items.

The patterns in the language are not concrete structures and, as a result, must be instantiated as visual structures. For example, the Token pattern—which is used to map data items onto a single unitized visual representation—may be instantiated as a dot to represent each cause of death, or a square to represent the incidence rate of breast cancer in developing nations. Any pattern can be instantiated using many different structures. This flexibility promotes creativity and supports the
creation of a diversity of visualizations. Every visualization is an instantiation of one or more blended patterns and is not the pattern itself. Next, we discuss how patterns can be blended.

**Pattern Blending and Syntax**

Sedig and Parsons note that “Designers can blend different patterns to devise representational structures that have different organizational affordances” [22]. In other words, instances of different patterns can be blended to create sophisticated visualizations that are beneficial for showing different aspects and features of the data. For example, to communicate the grouping of risk factors that contribute to a disease, designers can blend the Token and Group patterns together. When instantiated, the blending of these two patterns results in a visualization that conveys both the uniqueness and classification of each risk factor. The pattern language employs a simple syntax to represent the blending of different patterns. The syntax has three elements:

- 14 codes (e.g., TK for Token and CR for coordinate) to denote the different patterns; however, in this paper we use the pattern words and eschew the codes to promote comprehension;
- the symbol “•” to denote a blending, where blended patterns appear together in square brackets “[ ]”; and
- the symbol “∈” to denote that a visualization or representational structure “is derived from,” “is based on,” “instantiates,” or “is an instance of” a blending.

For example, the expression $V \in [\text{Token}\cdot\text{Hierarchy}\cdot\text{Cell}]$ signifies that the visualization, $V$, is derived from the blending of the three patterns. It is important to note that the ordering of blended patterns does not affect the instantiated visualizations. Instances of patterns can be blended in various ways to support users’ tasks, including: nesting (i.e., placing one inside of another), overlapping and layering (i.e., placing one on top of another), and placing them side by side. One strength of this framework is that through pattern blending, complex data structures can be modeled and then instantiated.

To illustrate how patterns can be blended and instantiated, consider a designer charged with creating a visualization for making sense of tweets from individuals infected with a rare vector-borne disease. Typically, in public health, either a heatmap or bar chart is used to visualize this. The grouped bar chart depicted in Figure 1a is a $[\text{Group}\cdot\text{Coordinate}\cdot\text{Token}]$-based visualization that encodes the number of tweets with specific keywords in each area of interest. With the pattern language, the designer can create a new visualization by first choosing which aspects of the data to organize. For instance, she can decide to communicate the uniqueness of each tweet and geographical location (Token) and the spatial distribution of the location (Area). She can also convey the relationship between each site and the tweet (Link) as well as the geographical group to which each tweet belongs in a single visualization (Group). At this stage, the designer proceeds to create a $[\text{Token}\cdot\text{Link}\cdot\text{Area}\cdot\text{Group}]$-based visualization. She instantiates the Token pattern for geographic locations using a circle and keywords with text. She instantiates the Area pattern using a map-like structure, the Link pattern with lines from each keyword to geographic location, and the Group pattern is encoded using color. The resulting visualization based on the blending is depicted in Figure 1b. With this visualization, the user of the tool gets a more comprehensive representation of the space and then can generate hypotheses of how the disease spreads. We use this example not to suggest that this is a good visualization, but, instead, to demonstrate the
flexibility and creativity afforded by blending patterns to map different aspects of the data to an integrated visual structure. Indeed, the representation on the left may be better suited for the simple task of comparing the occurrence of keywords in tweets.

Figure 1: (a) Grouped bar chart (b) Alternative visualization for making sense of tweets.

Instead of dealing with thousands of visualization techniques, by using the pattern language, based on the organizational structures that they want to convey, designers can select which patterns to blend and then design a visualization. The abstract nature of the patterns allows for flexibility and creativity as the same blending can result in different instantiations. In the next section, we demonstrate the utility of the pattern language to help designers of health visualization tools convey more data in a systematic manner.

Systematic Design of Visualizations for Big Public Health Data

The four visualizations presented in this section are part of a tool designed to facilitate making sense of the global burden of disease through an analysis of causes and risk factors associated with mortality across the world. First, we present a high-level overview of the overall activity of sensemaking and the datasets used and then delve into the design of each visualization.

The whole of public health data relevant to understanding cause and risks attributed to mortality across the world is diverse. As data collection and access vary within each continent, and the quality of collected data is not easily verifiable, we utilize standardized data from the Institute for Health Evaluation and Metrics (IHME) [45]. This data includes a large number of attributes and has been gathered from various sources. The level of complexity of the data requires that it be analyzed at many levels of granularity. While the size of the data is not in the terabytes, the highly varied nature of this data is a characteristic of big data [42]. When combined, the datasets include over 12 million records that present mortality estimates for 57 risk factors and 235 causes of death that fall into 17 age groups across 187 countries.

This data is further aggregated at the level of clusters. We use the term cluster to refer to an intermediary level of grouping. For example, the cardiovascular cluster of causes includes
ischemic heart disease, hypertensive heart disease, cardiomyopathy, hemorrhagic stroke, and other diseases. There are 21 cause clusters which are further classified into three main groups: 1) non-communicable, 2) injury-based, and 3) communicable, maternal, neonatal, and nutritional. There are ten risk clusters which are categorized into three groups: 1) behavioral, 2) metabolic, and 3) environmental and occupational. From a geographical perspective, mortality rates have also been aggregated at the level of geographical clusters and regions. There are 21 clusters (e.g., western sub-Saharan Africa, southeast Asia) and seven regions (e.g., Asia, Europe). Age-distributed mortality is also aggregated into five main age groups: under 5, 5-14, 15-49, 50-69, and over 69. Some datasets provide estimates for specific years (e.g., 1990, 2010, and 2013), while others span timeframes (e.g., 2000-2010 and 1970-2010). In general, to make sense of data, users perform a variety of tasks, including searching and filtering data; organizing, categorizing, and examining relevant data; developing, proving, and discarding hypotheses; and integrating data into mental models [46, 47]. Providing users with means to explore data through different perspectives is beneficial to sensemaking. In the following subsections, we first present visualizations that explore the burden of disease from three perspectives: demography, chronology, and geography and then conclude the section with an overview visualization.

Demography visualization

Demography is the study of human populations with respect to various subjects, including birth and death rate, socioeconomic status, and age and sex distributions. To make sense of the burden of disease, we focus on age-specific death rates for different causes and risk factors across regions of the world. The datasets include estimates of overall mortality, cause cluster-specific mortality, and mortality attributed to risk clusters for different age groups across geographical regions. As opposed to using the seven regions of the world, we use the country clusters created by IHME so that users can explore demographic trends at a lower level of granularity. Data that approximates death resulting from specific risks at the level of cause clusters is also utilized. Users’ sensemaking tasks include: identifying different age groups and understanding how they are classified; identifying and distinguishing cause and risk clusters by their groupings; exploring the distribution of death across age groups; and comparing mortality for specific age groups across geographical regions. Ranking the clusters for specific age groups and comparing trends across age groups are additional relevant tasks. To describe the visualization that supports these tasks, we will discuss the five sub-visualizations that represent age groups, cause clusters, risk clusters, country (or location) clusters, and relationships of mortality across these facets. This approach of describing a visualization by the sub-visualizations that support its main tasks will be used for the chronology, geography, and overview visualizations as well.

We organize our data according to age to emphasize demography. We want users to be able to locate each unique age group in the visualization; for this, we use the Token pattern and instantiate it as an oval-like shape. Each oval represents a unique age group (1-4, 5-9, 10-14, etc.). To support exploration, we arrange age groups in a sequential fashion using both the List and Coordinate patterns. A polar coordinate system on which oval shapes are placed next to each other instantiates [List•Coordinate]. To support users’ understanding of the larger categories to which age groups belong, we organize the age groups by placing them close to each other and contained in a larger oval shape, thus instantiating the Group pattern. Figure 2 shows the [List•Coordinate•Group•Token]-based sub-visualization. This visualization supports locating age groups and recognizing how the groups are combined into larger groups.
For each age group, users need to explore how different cause clusters contribute to mortality. To do this, they will need to identify cause clusters and their groupings, rank clusters for each age group, and assess trends across age groups for specific clusters. To facilitate these tasks, we first use the Token pattern to organize each cluster, instantiated as an arc. Certain age groups do not have all cause clusters; these data items are encoded using gray circles (see Figure 3a). To emphasize each cluster’s group, we also organize clusters with the Group pattern, which is instantiated using color. For the cause groups, we use blue, red, and black for non-communicable, communicable, and injury clusters respectively. This instantiation of [Token•Group] is used in other visualizations, and, henceforth, we will not describe it in detail. To support comparison, we utilize the Stack pattern. Arcs are placed on top of each other to denote co-occurrence for the age group as well as their rank. Clusters are stacked in order of their rank, with the cluster that accounts for the most deaths at the top. Figure 3a shows the instantiation of [Stack•Group•Token] used to represent the ranking of cause clusters for 1- to 4-year-old children. As depicted, there are two cause clusters that do not contribute to death, and the highest ranking cluster falls under the communicable disease group. To encode the ranking for all age groups, we use the same polar coordinate structure (i.e., an instantiation of [List•Coordinate]) from the first sub-visualization. The main difference between the two sub-visualizations is that, instead of an oval-like shape, we use the [Stack•Group•Token]-based visualization. The resulting [Stack•Group•Token•List•Coordinate]-based visualization is shown in Figure 3b. This sub-visualization facilitates locating cause clusters and understanding the ranking of clusters for each age group, as well as trends across age groups. For instance, as depicted in Figure 3b, users can observe that for the last three age groups (i.e., individuals >=70), the three deadliest cause clusters are within the non-communicable group (as denoted by the three blue arcs at the top of the last three segments in the visualization). Users can also observe how for younger age groups (i.e., 1-14 years) the highest ranked cluster falls under communicable diseases, which is expected as this group includes neonatal disorders. Figure 3c depicts an alternative configuration of the visualization in Figure 3b. In this mode, the neglected tropical diseases and malaria cluster has been selected so users can observe trends across age groups. Figure 3d portrays the risk cluster sub-visualization, which is organized in a similar fashion; the main difference is the colors used to encode risk groups. Light shades of orange, green, and pink are used for metabolic, behavioral,
and environmental and occupational risk groups respectively. Users may notice that not all risk factors contribute to mortality in younger individuals. In particular, metabolic risk clusters (which are encoded as orange arcs) do not contribute to death for individuals under the age of 25.

Figure 3: (a) visualization of cause clusters for children 1-4 years old (b) cause clusters ranking sub-visualization for all age groups (c) cause clusters sub-visualization with the neglected tropical diseases and malaria cluster emphasized (d) risk clusters sub-visualizations for all age groups.

To enable interpretation of age-specific mortality for country clusters we want users to be able to compare mortality rates across regions for a specific age range, and so we use the Coordinate pattern. For each age group, the scale is different so as to emphasize trends across country clusters as opposed to across all ages. We use the List pattern and place regions side by side in a successive fashion. The locations are ordered left to right by their region starting with the region with the highest mortality rate for all ages and ending with the lowest. The ordering of regions is as follows: Europe, sub-Saharan Africa, high-income North America, Pacific, Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean, and North Africa and the Middle East. Using the List pattern in this manner supports comparison within regions. Figure 4a shows the [Token•List•Coordinate]-based bar charts for age groups 15-19 and 75-79. Similar to the previous three sub-visualizations, we use an instantiation of [List•Coordinate] to organize mortality for all age groups. The resulting [Token•List•Coordinate]-based sub-visualization is shown in Figure 4b. Users can observe that for
younger ages mortality varies widely across country clusters as opposed to older age groups where mortality is relatively consistent. In this sub-visualization we use [List•Coordinate] in different ways. One instantiation is the 2D bar chart, while the other is at a higher level of granularity and orders the bar charts (for all age groups) on a polar coordinate system. This flexibility in how designers instantiate pattern blendings is one of the strengths of the pattern language.

![Figure 4](image-url)

Figure 4: (a) [Token•List•Coordinate]-based bar charts for age groups 15-19 and 75-79 (b) demography sub-visualization for locations.

In addition to understanding mortality for each aspect of the data (i.e., country clusters, cause clusters, and risk clusters), it is also of benefit to explore relationships among the different aspects. [Group•Token] is instantiated as color-coded circles to represent each cluster. We use the Coordinate pattern to organize aspects as three axis-like structures and the List pattern to organize the different clusters in each aspect as shown in Figure 5a. The clusters in each aspect are arranged by rank with the cluster with the highest aggregated mortality rate at the top. As the number of relationships is large, we only encode relationships that fall above the third quantile (i.e., top 25%). To show the presence of a relationship between aspects, we use the Link pattern, encoded as a curved line. The resulting [Coordinate•List•Group•Token•Link]-based visualization is shown in Figure 5b. As depicted, the south Asia country cluster is selected, and from this visualization users can surmise that addressing the issue of water and sanitation in south Asia will significantly impact death from diarrheal and lower respiratory diseases for people between the ages of 5 and 14.
Each of the five sub-visualizations discussed above represents one aspect of the demographical distribution of mortality. One design intention is to facilitate the exploration of cause, risk, and country clusters independently of each other as well as simultaneously. To organize the sub-visualizations to support this task, we use the Track pattern which places the visualizations in a lane or track-like fashion. With this pattern, we can highlight the individual nature of each sub-visualization. As four of the sub-visualizations use the same polar coordinate system to organize data items, we also use the Stack pattern to show relationships across the four sub-visualizations. A [Stack•Track]-based structure is used to organize the sub-visualizations as depicted in Figure 6a. The inmost lane encodes the age clusters; placed on top of that is the cause visualization, then the risk visualization, and finally the location visualization is the outermost lane. The fifth sub-visualization is put in the center as shown in Figure 6b. Organized in this manner, we can convey both the uniqueness of each sub-visualization while at the same time show co-occurrence of common age groups across visualizations. It is important to note that the instantiation of [Stack•Track] is not at the same level as previous pattern blendings; here we are using the pattern language to organize sub-visualizations as opposed to individual data items. Figure 6b shows the [Stack•Track•Token•Group•Link•List•Coordinate]-based visualization for demography. The visualization provides a dense lens through which the data can be explored; its initial configuration encodes over 850 data items. Each of which serves as a selector to reveal latent data. With this visualization, users can perform a series of inter-related tasks that facilitate making sense of the demographical distribution of mortality. Through interaction, users can increase or decrease the amount of data that is visible.
Chronology visualization

Chronology is concerned with the arrangement of events in order of their temporal occurrence. Here we describe a visualization that allows users to explore temporal trends in mortality. We utilize datasets that provide rates for cause and cause cluster-specific mortality in 5-year increments between 1990 and 2010. To make sense of temporal trends of mortality, users’ tasks include recognizing time intervals, identifying causes and clusters that contribute to mortality at a global level and making sense of how different regions of the world are affected by specific groups of diseases. We will discuss the design of the visualization by focusing on sub-visualizations that address cause cluster-specific trends and cause-specific trends at a global level and cluster-specific trends for different geographical areas.

First, users need to be able to identify the major points in time (i.e., 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005, 2010). For this we use an instantiation of {Token•Coordinate} to convey the uniqueness of each year across a scaled structure (see Figure 7a). This representation is used to control the three chronology sub-visualizations. The first sub-visualization focuses on cluster-specific mortality. We use {Token•Group} to encode each cause cluster so that users can identify clusters and the group to which they belong. Clusters are composed of causes with varying prevalence. For example, in 1990, the chronic respiratory diseases cluster consisted of five causes including chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), asthma, and pneumoconiosis. COPD accounted for over 60% of all the deaths attributed to this cluster. Because we want to convey the distribution of causes that make up a cluster, we use the Cell pattern. As the hierarchical structure of the cluster is also of importance, we also use the Hierarchy pattern. We instantiate a blending of {Token•Cell•Hierarchy} to convey both the hierarchical structure and proportion of items within each cluster. Figure 7b depicts the cardiovascular diseases and HIV/AIDS & tuberculosis clusters for 1990 and 2010. One notable observation is that from 1990 to 2010 the proportion of deaths from tuberculosis (i.e., green rectangle in HIV/AIDS & tuberculosis cluster) decreased.
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Figure 7: (a) [Token•Coordinate]-based representation for years (b) hierarchical visualization for cardiovascular diseases and HIV/AIDS & tuberculosis clusters (c) top portion of cluster-specific mortality ranking (d) Chronology sub-visualization for cause cluster-specific mortality.

To represent a temporal change for each cluster, we utilize the Link pattern, instantiated as a colored line between represented clusters. Figure 7c shows the top four clusters with the hierarchical structure of chronic respiratory diseases exposed. Clusters are ranked based on their percentage of the overall global mortality. To convey the ranking, we use the Coordinate pattern, instantiated using a 2D coordinate system. The horizontal dimension represents years, and the vertical dimension represents rank from 1 – 21 with the axis reversed so that one is at the top. Each cluster sub-visualization is positioned using this frame of reference. The resulting [Token•Hierarchy•Cell•Link•Coordinate•Group]-based sub-visualization, depicted in Figure 7d, conveys cluster-specific mortality ranking at a global level. One observation is that the top four clusters have remained the same with a change in position between cancers and diarrheal and lower respiratory diseases in 2000. Upon closer examination of neurological disorders, one notices that it has risen from position 17 to 12, thus accounting for more deaths. Furthermore, within the neurological cluster, the proportion of deaths from Alzheimer’s disease (i.e., light blue rectangle) is significant and has grown since 1990.

The second sub-visualization supports the exploration of temporal trends for cause-specific mortality rates within each cluster. Similar to the previous sub-visualization’s design, we use the Token, Group, Link, and Coordinate patterns to organize data items. [Token•Group] is instantiated as colored circles for each cause at a point in time. The temporal relationship for a cause is encoded using a curved line (i.e., Link pattern). A 2D coordinate system where the horizontal dimension is for years and the vertical dimension is for proportion is utilized. A portion of the resulting [Link•Coordinate•Token•Group]-based visualization for the unintentional injuries cluster is shown.
in Figure 8a. As depicted, the percentage of deaths by drowning has decreased, while the percentage of deaths from falls increased. The colors used to encode each cause are the same ones used in the first sub-visualization, thus allowing users to make a connection between the visualizations.

Figure 8: (a) Portion of chronology sub-visualization for cause proportion (b) Area chart for Eastern Europe for the cancer cluster (c) Region cluster-specific mortality for cardiovascular disease cluster.

The first two sub-visualizations support making sense of cluster- and cause-specific mortality at a global level. The final sub-visualization for chronology focuses on temporal trends for different geographical regions. For each country cluster, we want to communicate continuous mortality patterns, and so we select the Fusion pattern. By using the Fusion pattern instead of the Token pattern, users will be able to understand overall trends for each region as opposed to distinct values for each year. To facilitate comparison, we use the Coordinate pattern and blend it with the Fusion pattern to derive an area chart as shown in Figure 8b. The representation also includes instantiations of the Token pattern for country cluster names and values on the x- and y-axes. The [Fusion•Coordinate•Token]-based area chart depicted in Figure 8b shows the mortality rate for cancers for eastern Europe. To facilitate comparison of death rates for clusters of geographical areas, we use the Coordinate and List Patterns. This blending is instantiated by ordering the area charts by their 2010 mortality rate in descending order. The resulting [Fusion•Coordinate•Token•List]-based visualization for cardiovascular diseases from 1990-2010 is shown in Figure 8c. Each area chart’s y-axis is independent of the others. As designers, we choose to use separate scales so that users can identify trends for specific regions. If the same scales were used for all country clusters, the mortality rates for southern sub-Saharan Africa would appear constant because the difference between 146 and 181 is hard to perceive when put on a scale between 0 and 969 (i.e., the highest mortality rate for eastern Europe).

As each of the sub-visualizations supports one part of the overall task, we organize them in a way that conveys separation of information as well as membership. For this, we used the Cell pattern.
instantiated as compartments in which each sub-visualization is placed. The overall [Fusion•Coordinate•Token•Hierarchy•Cell•Link•Group]-based visualization, shown in Figure 9, facilitates the exploration of mortality from a temporal perspective. In its current configuration, users can make sense of mortality trends from 1990-2005. One observation is that at a global level deaths from nutritional deficiencies have dropped from a high position of 9 in 1995 to 15 in 2005. When the HIV/AIDS & tuberculosis cluster is selected, one can notice that tuberculosis has decreased significantly in proportion while HIV/AIDS causes of death have increased. In the last panel, users can observe that HIV/AIDS & tuberculosis mortality rates have increased for the Caribbean and the clusters in sub-Saharan Africa.

Using the pattern language, we are able to analyze the tasks and select patterns to organize data items. These patterns are then blended to create sub-visualizations which are arranged in a manner such that users can perform multiple co-related cognitive tasks. It is worth mentioning that each sub-visualization instantiates the Coordinate pattern in a different manner. This flexibility that the pattern language provides supports designer creativity, while allowing designers to structure the design process.

![Figure 9: Overall [Fusion•Coordinate•Token•Hierarchy•Cell•Link•Group]-based visualization for chronology.](image)

**Geography visualization**

The next visualization we present facilitates the exploration of mortality from a geographic perspective. We utilize data that includes cause-specific and risk-specific death rates. The data is aggregated at various levels of granularity. For cause of death, the levels are individual causes and their clusters; for risk factors, the levels are risk factors and their clusters; for geography the levels are countries, clusters of countries, and global. We also use data that quantifies the burden of
Common causes and risks of death, and their effects on disease attributable to each risk for each cause of death, thus focusing on the relationship between causes and risks. One starting point for making sense of the geographic distribution of death is examining the relationship between causes and risk factors at a global level. By supporting this task, users can identify causes and risks of interest and then choose to explore their impact on different geographical regions of the world. As the number of causes and risk factors is large, this approach can help guide exploration. Other tasks include assessing the variability of mortality across the globe for specific causes and risks, exploring the prevalent causes of death and risks for each country cluster, and comparing the distribution of cause-specific and risk-specific mortality across countries.

For users to learn about causes and risks that contribute to death at a global level, they will need to perform a series of tasks. These tasks include identifying the major entities (i.e., causes and risks), exploring the hierarchical structure of entities, ranking entities based on mortality rates, and assessing relationships between entities at different levels of granularity. As the relationship between causes and risks can be explored from a cause or risk-centric point of view, we opt to design a visualization that can be configured to support both modes. The organization of data items is similar for both modes, and so we will discuss the design of the cause-centric visualization and provide a screenshot of the risk-centric visualization.

![Figure 10: (a) Hierarchical structure of the physiological risk cluster (b) Representation of non-communicable disease group by individual causes (c) Diet low in fruit risk visual element (d) High fasting plasma glucose visual element.](image)

As with previous visualizations, we use a [Token•Group]-based representation to support the identification of each risk, cluster, and the group to which it belongs. We use colored arcs, where size encodes mortality, to instantiate this blending (see Figure 10a). Because we want to convey the hierarchical structure and severity of risk factors we use [List•Hierarchy]. The outer arcs represent risk clusters, while the inner arcs represent the risk factors. Combined, the two tiers of arcs convey the structure of risk factors and instantiate the Hierarchy pattern. Within each tier, we use the List pattern to organize entities by their mortality rate so that users can rank entities within each cluster. For instance, Figure 10a shows the five risks that make up the physiological risk cluster arranged by the number of deaths. Next, we want to convey the mortality of each cause and the group to which it belongs and so we a [Token•Group]-based representation. Where Group is instantiated with color and position and the Token pattern is instantiated as a circle for each cause. Once again we use size to denote severity. Figure 10b shows the non-communicable disease group. Next, the relationship between risks and causes needs to be encoded. We use the Branch pattern...
to convey how a risk factor can contribute to multiple causes of death. Figure 10c shows an instantiation of the [Token•Branch]-based representation for the risk factor, a diet low in fruit. The top portion represents mortality attributed to the specific risk for all causes and the lower portion is composed of smaller branches each representing mortality for a specific cause. Color is used to encode the group to which the cause belongs. For instance, Figure 10d shows the instantiation for high fasting plasma glucose; this risk factor is connected to seven causes of death, one of which belongs to the communicable group as indicated by the red link.

Figure 11 shows the resulting sub-visualization when the above elements are combined. The [List•Hierarchy•Token•Group•Branch]-based visualization is a variation of a visualization developed by Vizuly[48]; one noticeable difference is that hierarchy is encoded. With this sub-visualization, users can rank and explore the hierarchical makeup of risk factors. For instance, within the behavioral group, smoking is attributed to more deaths than child and maternal undernutrition, and within the smoking cluster, there are two risk factors. Regarding relationships between causes and risk factors, users can explore and notice that communicable diseases (i.e., red circles) are predominately not linked to dietary and physical inactivity risk factors. In this mode, it is challenging to rank causes of death. Figure 12 shows the risk-centric visualization. The arcs are used to encode the hierarchy and prevalence of causes, while the circles encode risk factors. For each of the cause clusters, users can explore the constituent causes, their ranking, as well as their relationship to risk factors.

![Figure 11](image)

Figure 11: Geography sub-visualization for cause-risk relationships at a global level from a cause-centric point of view.
The third sub-visualization facilitates the exploration of cause- and risk-specific mortality for different regions of the world. When designing the demography and chronology visualizations, we represented geographical entities without encoding their spatial dimensions. As the goal here is to present mortality through the lens of geography, we organize geographical entities by their spatial attributes. To do this, we use the Area pattern and instantiate it with a map demarcated at the level of country clusters. Making sense of mortality across 187 countries may seem tedious, and so we first present the data at the level of the country clusters and then provide users the ability to compare mortality rates within a cluster. As users need to investigate the variability of death across the globe we use the Spectrum Pattern. We use color saturation to instantiate this pattern, the darker the color, the higher the mortality rate. A [Token•Spectrum]-based legend is also created to facilitate comprehension of different saturation values. The resulting [Spectrum•Area•Token]-based visualization is placed between the first two sub-visualizations as shown in Figure 13. As depicted, users can make sense of the global distribution of mortality, as well as, explore how selected risks and/or causes affect different country clusters. In Figure 13, the impact of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease is depicted.
The next task we facilitate is exploring relationships between the cause and risk clusters for a particular country cluster. The sub-visualization uses data at the level of clusters (i.e., country, risk, and cause). To support this task, we use the Token, Group, and Branch patterns. The Token pattern is instantiated with a rectangle and discrete name (e.g., neonatal disorders), while color is used to instantiate the Group pattern. The size of the rectangle encodes death rate. Since we want to show how risks contribute to different causes of death, we use the Branch pattern. We instantiate this pattern as links that emerge from risk clusters and go to cause clusters. Figure 14a depicts the \([\text{Branch} \cdot \text{Token} \cdot \text{Group}]\)-based visualization that shows the prevalent relationships for the central Europe country cluster. After gaining an understanding of cluster relationships, users may want to make sense of mortality at the level of cause, risk, and country. To support comparison at this lower level of granularity, we design the fifth sub-visualization. To convey each country’s risk or cause mortality, we use \([\text{Spectrum} \cdot \text{Token}]\) depicted as colored squares. These data items are organized using \([\text{Coordinate} \cdot \text{List}]\) where the horizontal axis is used for countries and the vertical axis is used for causes or risks. The resulting \([\text{Spectrum} \cdot \text{Token} \cdot \text{Coordinate} \cdot \text{List}]\)-based visualization shown in Figure 14b depicts the distribution of mortality for causes in the cardiovascular diseases cluster. We use the Cell Pattern instantiated as a boundary structure to blend the two sub-visualizations (Figure 14a and b). Figure 14c shows the resulting \([\text{Spectrum} \cdot \text{Coordinate} \cdot \text{List} \cdot \text{Branch} \cdot \text{Token} \cdot \text{Group} \cdot \text{Cell}]\)-based visualization for central Europe.

Figure 14c depicts the cause-risk relationship for one country cluster; but it is important that users be able to explore the relationships for other geographical regions as well. While using a map is beneficial for exploration, it pre-supposes that individuals know what the country clusters are and where they are located. To address this assumption, we instantiate \([\text{Cell} \cdot \text{Token}]\) with arcs and text that encode the 21 country clusters by name (see Figure 15). Itemizing each country cluster is beneficial for two reasons. First, it provides a clear way for users to identify geographical areas regardless of their prior background, second, it helps users learn where geographical clusters are located when linked to the map in Figure 13. We use the Cell pattern to organize the sub-visualizations as shown in Figure 15. As depicted, central sub-Saharan Africa has been selected, and the cardiovascular disease cluster and physiological risk cluster have been expanded.
Figure 14: (a) Cause-risk cluster level relationships sub-visualization (b) Visualization of cardiovascular diseases for central European countries (c) Fourth major sub-visualization for geography which combines cause-risk cluster level relationships and risk/cause specific distribution for central Europe.

Figure 15: Geography sub-visualization for a country cluster.
We combine the sub-visualizations for global, country cluster, and country-level mortality as depicted in Figure 16. The [Branch•Token•Coordinate•List•Group•Spectrum•Area•Cell]-based visualization supports understanding the geographical distribution of mortality at multiple levels of granularity. As illustrated, the geographical distribution of deaths attributed to high blood pressure is presented, as well as the relationships between causes and risk factors for the central sub-Saharan African cluster.

Figure 16: Overall [Branch•Token•Coordinate•List•Group•Spectrum•Area•Cell]-based visualization for geography.

Overview visualization

The last visualization provides a high-level summary of mortality trends for different age groups and geographical regions, at various points in time. With this visualization, users can assess overall and cause-specific mortality, the burden of death attributed to each risk factor, as well as relationships that may exist between specific causes and risk factors. In addition, users need to be able to understand the major data item groups and how they relate to each other at a high-level. As the number of data items is sizable, it is beneficial to provide landmarks that will support exploration. To provide an overview of the burden of disease, we utilize datasets aggregated at the highest level of granularity for geography (i.e., seven geographical regions) and demography (i.e., five main age groups) in 1990, 1995, 2000, 2005, and 2010. Users’ sensemaking tasks include: identifying different age groups, geographical regions, and years; assessing the distribution of mortality from each perspective; exploring the relationship between cause and risk clusters; and
understanding the structure of clusters. We will describe the overall visualization by discussing sub-visualizations that support the above four tasks.

To support the identification of age groups, regions, and years we need to map data items in a manner that conveys uniqueness, and so we use the Token pattern. Each data item is encoded as a rectangle with a textual label as shown in Figure 17a. We use color to distinguish data items, shades of purple are used for years, shades of brown for age groups, and seven unique colors for geographical regions. After users can identify and select age groups, years, and regions of interest to explore, it helps to understand how the selected items contribute to the burden of disease. For instance, users may want to determine what age group contributes the most to mortality in Asia. To support this task of assessing proportion, we design a second sub-visualization. Because our goal is to allow users to compare data items that have similar features we use the Stack pattern. The [Stack•Token]-based visualization in Figure 17b shows the percentage of overall deaths for each age group. The size of each rectangle represents the percentage of total mortality for each age group. The rectangles are stacked in descending order with the highest proportion at the bottom. By organizing data items by position, users can compare items without relying solely on the size of the rectangle. When two items have the same proportion, we use a black dashed line between them to denote equality. Since we want users to be able to contrast patterns at different levels, we create instantiations of the [Stack•Token]-based representation for mortality, cluster-specific mortality, and cause- and risk-specific mortality. The Group pattern is instantiated as a bounding box. Figure 17c shows the year-related global mortality proportions for all individuals over the age of 5. We have sub-visualizations similar to Figure 17c for demography and geography thus enabling users to explore the proportion of mortality at three different levels for all three perspectives.

Figure 17: (a) Legends for overview visualization (b) Mortality by age group sub-visualization (c) [Stack•Token]-based representations for year-based mortality.

The third sub-visualization focuses on the relationships that exist between cause and risk clusters. We use an instantiation of [Branch•Token•Group] similar to Figure 14a to convey the group to which each cluster belongs, the relationship between risks and cause clusters and the uniqueness of each cluster. Figure 18a depicts the [Branch•Token•Group]-based sub-visualization that shows the prevalent cause-risk cluster relationships at a global level in 2010 for all age groups. The last task focuses on understanding the structure of clusters. Because users need to understand the
causes that are most prevalent within each cluster, we use a [Token•Cell•Hierarchy]-based visualization similar to the one in Figure 7b. Figure 18b depicts the [Token•Cell•Hierarchy]-based sub-visualization for the physiological risk cluster. We use a Token-based textual notation to label each rectangle and provide the names of each risk factor. The labeling of each rectangle is in ascending order such that 1 represents the risk or cause that has the largest proportion. Since we want users to understand the hierarchy and burden of disease for each cluster, we use the Cell pattern to blend the [Token•Cell•Hierarchy]-based sub-visualization with the [Branch•Token•Group]-based sub-visualization. The resulting [Branch•Token•Group•Cell•Hierarchy]-based sub-visualization is shown in Figure 18c. By default, the structure of clusters with smaller mortality rates are not shown, but can be explored through interaction.

Figure 18: (a) [Branch•Token•Group]-based sub-visualization that shows the prevalent cause-risk cluster relationships at a global level in 2010 for all age groups (b) Physiological risks hierarchy and prevalence sub-visualization (c) Overview sub-visualization for cluster relationships and inter-cluster hierarchy.

Since our goal is to allow users to perform all four tasks with the same visualization, we blend the sub-visualizations using the Cell pattern. The overall overview visualization is shown in Figure 19. This [Branch•Token•Group•Cell•Hierarchy•Stack]-based visualization allows users to explore mortality at three different levels for demography, chronology, and geography. In addition, users can examine the relationship between cause and risk clusters, and make sense of the structure of each cluster.
The health field is being inundated with massive amounts of data. In addition to its size, health data is generated at varying rates, collected from heterogeneous sources, and has different levels of veracity. These qualities of health data can negatively impact users’ mental processes and increase their cognitive load as they interact with the data. As the ability for big data to revolutionize the health sector is contingent on the effective use of this data, there is need for tools that can support users as they engage in a variety of tasks. Interactive visualizations can play a critical role in harnessing the potential of big data. These tools mediate users’ discourse with data and, as a result, the manner in which they represent data can either support or impede human-data interaction. When dealing with big data tasks, providing users with the ability to interact with multiple facets of the data is important. Currently, many health visualization tools use simple charts that typically represent only one or two facets of the data thus limiting users’ interaction with other facets. Simple charts cannot represent the complexity of big data; they fail to support multifaceted tasks effectively. Therefore, there is a need for sophisticated visualizations that encode many data elements simultaneously and allow users to perceive patterns and develop insights quickly.

At present, there is a lack of direction about how to create effective visualizations for big data. We contend that the design of visualizations cannot be left to ad-hoc processes without the use of frameworks. There is a critical need for support structures, such as conceptual frameworks, that enable the design of visualization tools for big data. This is especially true in the health sector, where previous suites of computational tools have not been well received for a variety of reasons. Frameworks can help designers create elaborate and sophisticated visualizations in a systematic manner with interactive task possibilities at the foreground of design thinking. This is important as human-data interaction is guided by the tasks users seek to complete. Furthermore, conceptual
frameworks allow designers to have an awareness of the cognitive implications of design choices, while at the same time facilitating systematic design thinking. Sedig and Parsons have developed a framework which includes a pattern language.

In this paper, we demonstrate how the pattern language can be useful when creating sophisticated visualizations. Through a description of four novel visualizations, we have explicated how the pattern language supports design creativity and flexibility. For instance, the chronology visualization instantiated the coordinate pattern in three different ways to facilitate making sense of mortality at different levels of granularity. The demography visualization provided a concrete example of how designers can structure and encode data items to support tasks. As the external organization of information affects how users perform tasks, clear thinking about how to structure multifaceted data is of particular importance. The multifaceted nature of big data tasks requires users to perform inter-related tasks. Elaborate visualizations designed in a systematic fashion can support these tasks. For instance, with the geography visualization, users can understand the cause-risk relationships at a global level, explore the impact of a specific cause in different regions of the world, and understand how a specific risk factor impacts countries in a region. In conclusion, if we are to support complex health-related tasks effectively, our design thinking needs to be research-based and systematic, thus facilitating the development of visualizations that model the depth and multifaceted intricacies of big data.

Limitations

The work we have presented is part of a larger research plan aimed at developing tools to make sense of big health data. The visualizations we developed use reputable data as opposed to the full spectrum of data collected by local and international organizations. As a result, we did not address issues related to the quality of data. Future work should include the incorporation of other sources and types of data, including real-time data. In this paper, we have focused on the visual representation of data, but the manner in which the tool provides users with control over tasks is another important factor that influences human-data interaction. When dealing with big data, users cannot simply look at the data and understand it; additionally, they must be able to interact with it and change its form as they perform inter-related tasks. As interaction promotes the gradual unfoldment of data within a visualization, it is important to explore how interactions can be incorporated in such tools to support users’ tasks better. Furthermore, for the domain to fully embrace sophisticated visualizations for big data, there is a need for studies that evaluate the impact of visualizations to better understand how they improve users’ discourse with data.
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Footnotes

1 In the rest of this article, the terms ‘interactive visualization’ and ‘visualization’ are used interchangeably.

2 In this article, we use the term ‘users’ to refer to all individuals, both professionals and laypeople, who use visualization tools.

3 Henceforth, the term ‘visualizations’ refers to both static as well as interactive visualizations.

4 For an in-depth discussion on the identification and naming process of the patterns, the reader can consult the book: Design of Visualizations for Human-Information Interaction[22].

5 For the remainder of the paper, we will use the terms risks and risk factors interchangeably.

6 While IHME data includes 20 different age groups, we only use 17 of them, as the mortality estimates for the three age groups representing children under the age of 1 is not available for all datasets.

7 As the focus of this article is on visualization design, we do not go into the details of the interactive features of this tool.